Supplier Summit Reception
August 30, 2017
We wrapped up the Supplier Summit with a well-attended, enthusiastic and engaging Supplier Network
reception. We were thrilled to have in attendance Marion and her team. Their continued support of
the Supplier Network is keeping us strong and growing! The benefits of the Supplier Network were in
abundance at this event, as we collectively strive to strengthen the system and all our Supplier Network
members. We thank our members for their continued support and dedication to this organization!
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"The Supplier Network has continued to evolve and is not willing to settle for status quo."
"A great opportunity to mingle and talk one on one with some of the key people - very nicely
done!"
"Found it to be energizing and so refreshing to see so many McDonald's team members
circulating in the room."
"The ability to discuss McDonald's business with other suppliers and McDonald's personnel was
quite valuable."
"It was great to be able to connect with category suppliers and meeting new members."
"We valued the opportunity to network with others and gauge response to the Summit and the
information that was shared."
“Great to connect with all the system attendees in this relaxed atmosphere.”
“We enjoyed visiting and interacting with fellow suppliers, since we don't have the chance to
attend the regular network events.”
“The amount of people that attended from the supplier side and McDonald's was valuable. It
was great to see the support that McDonald's has for the Supplier Network.”
“It was great to have the ability to speak with some of the McDonald's people that were at the
Summit that I didn't have a chance to speak to during it.”
“Appreciated the opportunity to connect with suppliers after the summit to compare notes.”
“It was valuable to network with other suppliers and McD personnel. It is nice to catch the McD
personnel after the Summit as they are far more relaxed at that point.”
“We liked networking with other Suppliers and having access to key McDonald employees that
are hard to reach during normal business hours.”
“Because of the Supplier Network, I knew many more people at the Supplier Summit than ever
before.”
“Besides the great insights, networking with McDonalds people and other suppliers is a key
objective.”

